The seeming entrenchment of a two-coalition system in Malaysia solidifies the centrality of strongly institutionalised parties in the polity. The primary parties in Malaysia reach deeply into society and nest within dense networks of both intra-party and external organisations. Given this orderwhich differentiates Malaysia from its neighbours in the region -political liberalisation, if it happens, should be expected largely via electoral politics, and, specifically, through inter-party challenges. Indeed, the ideological and material premises of the emergent Pakatan Rakyat (People's Alliance) differ substantially from those of the long-standing Barisan Nasional (National Front), even as both pursue the same broad swathe of voters. This distinction reflects and furthers transformation in Malaysian politics, including not just a shift in the salience of communal identities and in policy proposals and issues, but also in patterns of political engagement both within and outside of parties, regardless of which coalition controls parliament.
Introduction
Malaysia is one of the world's few stable "hybrid", or "multiparty, electoral, but undemocratic regimes" regimes (Diamond 2002: 23) , sustaining a mix of participation and constraint. Part of this balance comes from institutional controls and targeted manipulation: curbs on speech, press, and association; electoral malapportionment and gerrymandering to favour ruling-party candidates (Lee H. G. 2013) ; and heavy centralisation of administrative power, despite a federal framework (Hutchinson 2013) . But another part is harder to pin down, and relates more to the structure of social cleavages and the organisation of interests in society, as embodied most clearly in the character and makeup of political parties and coalitions. The results of Malaysia's 13th general election (GE13), in which the incumbent Barisan Nasional (BN, National Front) secured a diminished majority of parliamentary and statelevel seats, although its main challenger, the Pakatan Rakyat (Pakatan or PR, People's Alliance) won a narrow majority of the popular vote, raise obvious questions as to whether political liberalisation or even a transfer of power might be imminent. Are these results anomalous, or do they signal a new regime in the offing? And if the latter, what accounts for that transition?
I argue here that however important civil society and the other usual suspects in regime change may be to the prospects for political liberalisation in Malaysia, the key lever is the structure of the party system. 1 While premonitions have circulated at least since the 1999 elections of a "new politics", more developmentalist than communal, shifts in the political playing field lend new credence to the claims. Briefly put, voters may now choose between a communally structured coalition and one with a non-communal premise. Even though both coalitions offer similar planks in their policy platforms and court essentially the same sort of encompassing constituency, the sort of engagement they require or invite, and their underlying ideological premises, clearly diverge. To explain this contention, I will first sketch the parameters of Malaysian electoral politics, and, particularly, the role of parties and coalitions in that order; I will then propose a framework for how Malaysian parties should be understood and assessed; and finally assess the implications of the BN's declining fortunes in light of recent developments among Malaysian parties.
In making this case, I draw on extensive ethnographic fieldwork preceding and throughout the 13th general election; this fieldwork was con-1 I presented an earlier, abbreviated version of this analysis at the Australian National University's Malaysia and Singapore Update 2013. Thanks to participants at that forum for their feedback and thought-provoking questions.
ducted by myself, several colleagues, and a team of around 60 researchers. 2 We stationed these researchers in selected parliamentary constituencies to observe all federal and state campaigns within that constituency, conduct targeted interviews, shadow candidates, and gather documentary materials over the course of the campaign. Even when not explicitly cited, this wealth of observations undergirds my analysis, particularly of the most recent polls. Supplementing these original data are findings from my own prior analysis of Malaysian elections, as well as secondary sources.
Malaysian Electoral Politics: The Role of Parties and Coalitions
Unlike in neighbouring states such as Indonesia, Thailand, and the Philippines, strongly institutionalised political parties, not just strong personalities, fundamentally shape Malaysian political contests and loyalties. With the exception of a number of small "mosquito" parties (so-called because they are more irritants than threats to the frontrunners), particularly in Sabah and Sarawak, Malaysian parties stand out in the region for their longevity, institutionalisation, cohesion and internal loyalty. 3 All score at least fairly high in Randall and Svåsand's (2002: 12-15 ) metrics of systemness (scope, density, and regularity of interactions within the party), value infusion (identification with and commitment to the party for more than instrumental reasons), decisional autonomy (ability to set their own policies without interference), and reification (presence in the public imagination). Moreover, these parties cohere as a system, which is marked by relatively stable patterns of competition; widespread accession to established rules for both their own functioning and determining who governs; sturdy roots in society; and reasonably consistent ideological positions (Mainwaring and Scully 1995: 4-5) . Unusually for a parliamentary system, coalitions form almost entirely before, rather than after, elections in Malaysia, further contributing to the norm of "patterned interactions" (Mainwaring and Scully 1995: 4 been between a firmly fixed BN and a fairly stable set of opposition parties, which are frequently allied in electoral pacts or coalitions. The key structural innovation of GE13 is the seemingly sustainable development of a twocoalition system, which extends this pattern of firm institutionalisation in such a way as to broaden access to formal politics and, potentially, power. Opposition collaboration is not new; however, the coalition that formed shortly after the 2008 elections, among parties that had cooperated informally in those polls, has endured and become entrenched. Parties are the key players in Malaysian political life. Just as Sartori (1976) posits should be the case, Malaysian parties serve both representative and expressive functions: developing and transmitting popular interests; channelling participation and structuring competition; and at least claiming intent to govern for the sake of the whole, rather than just on behalf of a given faction. However, no matter how leader-identified or -oriented individual parties may be -not least the United Malays National Organisation (UMNO), which dominates the BN -as institutions, they are marked by internal competition, suggesting not just the space for new political patterns to emerge, but also pockets of more "democratic", or at least fervently contested, space within a comparatively undemocratic polity (Case 1997) . 4 And yet, as Sartori (1976: 49) notes, intra-party competition (for instance, in a one-party state) is not functionally equivalent to inter-party competition, as winners of party polls need not be responsive to the governed. That so many key political battles are worked out within the party or in the course of intra-coalition negotiations effectively removes these issues from the political marketplace and limits the scope of what general elections actually determine.
To date, the BN has been able to claim that what has made this system right for Malaysia is the structure of social cleavages. However far from Lijphart's ideal-typical consociational democracy, the structure of governance in Malaysia still echoes that pattern of government by a vertically organized "elite cartel", in which carefully channelled participation defuses potentially destabilising inputs from a segmented public (Lijphart 1969 ). The ethnic (or "communal") identities around which the BN's leading component parties organise are treated as though mutually exclusive, if not entirely 4 It would be a stretch to term intra-UMNO machinations as "democratic", however heated internal contests may be. The party introduced a completely new structure for late-2013 party polls, thereby vastly expanding the ranks of who could cast ballots, as a rather extreme measure to attempt to mitigate endemic and costly votebuying; holding office in the party (and likely, by extension, within the government) is seemingly lucrative enough to be worth extravagant investment to secure that position.
collectively exhaustive. The BN presumes the interests of Malaysian Malays, Chinese, and Indians (and, to a less coherent extent, Kadazan Dusun and others in Sabah and Sarawak) to be substantially at odds and zero-sum, albeit marked by a common interest in growth and inter-ethnic harmony; thus, the party shares out power through internal negotiations rather than risking an exclusionary electoral outcome. Pakatan and preceding coalitions likewise assume an element of incompatibility across parties that is best worked out ahead of the polls. For Pakatan, this disparity is based more on an ideological than an ascriptive divergence, even though "Islamist" (Parti Islam se Malaysia (PAS)) and "social democratic" (the Democratic Action Party (DAP)) are usually coded in ethnic terms. Like the BN, Pakatan as a whole pursues votes from across, rather than within, societal segments, however these are defined.
The presence of the two coalitions, each of which is apparently sufficiently internally resilient to persist, and attracts a nearly equal share of the popular vote, does not necessarily argue against this mode of pre-election coalition-building, but it does call into question how relevant or stable the communal cleavages that gave rise to this norm actually are. Such questioning is all the more germane since the BN's negotiations failed to ensure anywhere near proportionate elected representation for Malaysian Chinese, notwithstanding the coalition's vehement claims to inclusivity and (perhaps countervailing) attention to matters presumed of especial concern to the Chinese community.
If voting is no longer significantly conducted on communal grounds, a Downsian view may be increasingly germane to understanding Malaysian voting patterns. Anthony Downs (1957) argued that where voters' preferences are distributed normally (in other words, would map to a bell-curve) in a majoritarian system -one with first-past-the-post voting rules, as in Malaysia -parties will converge on the preferences of the median voter. The result is likely to be a system of few (usually two) broadly similar effective parties. (In Malaysia, the key modification to this model is that the "parties" are actually pre-formed coalitions.)
Public opinion polling, the key elements in BN's and Pakatan's respective 2013 platforms and public appeals, and voters' evident acceptance of non-communal interests and platforms make it clear that comparatively mutable, non-exclusive class identities and economic priorities have come to the fore. Within this key issue dimension, at least, assumption of a more or less normal distribution of preferences is reasonable and fits with what we saw in the campaign. The majority of Malaysians consistently cited economic issues -cost of living, straitened economic opportunities, misuse of public resources, and so on -as their chief priorities in these elections (Merdeka Center 2013a , 2013b , as opposed to communal rights and privileges. As our observation of ceramah (campaign rallies) and other messaging made clear, both coalitions responded with broadly inclusive, populist responses -onetime payouts for low-income households, students, and others on the BN side, starting well before the election (part of an array of means-tested, raceblind 1Malaysia programmes) and a basket of promised subsidies for Pakatan (see Lee, C. 2013 for a comparison of the two platforms). This convergence suggests the extent to which both coalitions recognised the basically non-communal structure of salient preferences and the apparent possibility of a more or less normal distribution of voters.
If current patterns hold, even if the specific composition of the two coalitions changes along the margins, Malaysia could begin to look a bit more like other electoral regimes with majoritarian voting rules, in which two basically centrist parties fight for the middle ground. That picture, however, is not complete: preferences along other axes align differently. When pushed to differentiate themselves -a necessary part of the electoral game -the parties' ideologies supplanted their policies. The BN resorted to the multipolar, communal framework around which it is formed, whereas Pakatan emphasised issues of good governance and "change". In future elections, ascendant non-economic issues could well shift the balance anew -although "rice-bowl" (that is, cost-of-living) issues are unlikely to wane to a substantial extent.
Indeed, while the coalitions as a whole appeared, at least in policy terms, more alike than otherwise, their respective component parties remain less all-inclusive, thereby offering clear grounds for differentiation. Most of these parties cater to segments of voters, which are usually defined in communal terms for the BN and in religious or ideological terms for Pakatan. The need to capture voters from across segments has long pressed the BN to coalesce and encouraged opposition parties to do the same, with less success. If ethnic identity really did, or does, define interests, no coalition organised on another basis could hope to compete successfully, since what is "communal" in voters' interests in the Malaysian system is largely mutually exclusive: attention to Malay, versus Chinese, versus Indian, culture and rights above those of others. The results of the 2008 elections, in which the BN lost control of five states and a fair share of parliamentary seats, and especially the 2013 polls, suggest the extent to which such a model no longer fits. Even so, the greater solidity of a second coalition at this point is in part the result of long experience in tailoring messages and pursuing amicable relations across opposition parties (see Weiss 2006 for a detailed account of prior efforts), and not only a signal that voters' interests have converged, however much such a convergence makes common ground easier to find.
One should not overstate the implications of a change in the party system. Parties and coalitions engage within a larger institutional matrix, and that matrix remains firmly less than "democratic". While the BN paid lipservice not just to non-communal policies, but also to accountability and openness during the campaign, in light of its steps up until that point to introduce means-tested programmes and modify or repeal illiberal laws, its post-election reconsolidation has so far entailed a battening down of the hatches: a new raft of pro-bumiputera (Malay and indigenous) policies, new controls on public engagement, and a harsh crackdown on opposition activists. In other words, change in the party system may introduce an interesting new form of hybridity, as well as meaningful adjustments in those states where the deck is less firmly stacked in the BN's favour (for example, where opposition parties manifestly can win, or have won). However, change in the party system without a reworking of the electoral districting that so clearly advantages the BN, enduring improvements to civil liberties, a lessening of the executive centralisation that long-time prime minister Mahathir Mohamad left as legacy, and otherwise allowing for genuinely full participation and contestation (c.f., Dahl 1971) , is hardly tantamount to democratic consolidation -even though stable, two-party competition seems a promising benchmark for consolidation in an institutionally democratic order.
Conceptualising Malaysian Parties and Coalitions
To recap: Malaysia shifted in the 2013 elections from a multi-polar balance in which no party representing any one cluster could win, to something that seemingly approximates a statistically normal distribution of voters, at least in terms of the current most salient voting issues, wherein two coalitions compete for support. The residual power of communalism, which is both instrumental and discursive, and traceable in the makeup of the extant parties -especially of those in the BN -still mandates multi-party, explicitly cross-racial coalitions, rather than lone contenders. That said, the importance of parties shows no sign of diminishing; Malaysia's pattern of fixed, predetermined coalitions serves to strengthen coalition component parties through complementarity. Yet this reading falsely reifies cobbled-together organisations, as though they were rock-solid entities. Malaysia's parties reflect as much as mould sentiments; they are permeable to claims from below, as well as being organisationally dependent on their respective bailiwicks within an increasingly mobilised civil society.
Despite the clear institutional primacy of political parties within Malaysian electoral politics, the parties themselves are less discrete entities than they are sturdy exoskeletons over networks of organisations: supporters' clubs, housing groups, chambers of commerce, communal associations, advocacy organisations, and so on. Even those candidates who command substantial independent support due to on-the-ground efforts as well-known locals and/or reliable patrons -since clientelist ties remain important to the political order -rely immensely on their party machinery and coalition framework. The organisations in a given party's network help to keep core supporters in line -thereby allowing the party to focus on cultivating lesssure constituencies -but also lend the party material and moral support. A well-honed party machine, in other words, has quite a number of cogs external to the core.
Seen from this angle, the 2013 elections clearly revealed the real fragility and, hence, the careful strategy, of even Malaysia's strongest parties. Malaysia does remain a hegemonic party system, inasmuch as the BN maintains a clear advantage in securing parliamentary seats, and, within the BN, UMNO is stronger than ever before, not least due to the near-total failure of its Chinese-based Malaysian Chinese Association (MCA) and Parti Gerakan Rakyat Malaysia (Malaysian People's Movement Party) component parties. But neither the BN as a whole, nor UMNO specifically, can take its primacy for granted. Moreover, while part of the machinery that wins the ground game is endogenous to the party in question, other portions are external, and likely to have a more narrowly particularistic perspective and ambition. For its part, Pakatan prospered in 2013 not just thanks to careful deliberations among party elites, enthusiastic members, and a compelling message, but also given its ability to call upon a robust web of partisan-inclined social movement organisations, which reflected a steady efflorescence of civil society, especially since the 1990s.
Critics of standard political praxis, as well as more neutral observers of Malaysian politics, routinely condemn or stress, respectively, the role played by "machinery" in Malaysian elections. The critics tend to focus on the BN's endemic use of government resources in the course of their campaigns, while other observers also note the resources through which the party commands loyalty more generally (e.g., Chin and Wong 2009; Welsh 2004) . In this vein, close examination of the actual conduct of the 2013 campaign 5 indicates that much of what seems to explains the BN's dominance in constituencies is its candidates' webs of allies and supporters, from both within the party and outside of it. Small, rural constituencies in particular showcase the power of party canvassers and mobilisers; the apparent urban-rural divide in the election outcome may have more to do with parties' organisa-
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This section in particular draws heavily on the ethnographic fieldwork described earlier; the examples cited are all drawn from constituencies in our sample. For detailed analyses of a number of these constituencies, see Weiss 2014. tion on the ground than with a distinctive "rural" or "urban" mindset (e.g., Aspinall 2013) . However, at the same time, Pakatan candidates deploy what machinery they have to similar effect -and, especially in PAS strongholds, this machinery looks and functions very much like that of UMNO. BN candidates tend to have dense networks of agents who work the ground before and during the campaign -the tuai rumah (heads of communal longhouses) and village headmen who helped to sway residents in and around Sibu, for instance, or the heads of low-cost housing resident associations in Lembah Pantai, Kuala Lumpur, who kept track of how regularly each contender had supported repainting and repair of apartment blocks, and of how reliable a guest he or she was at local celebrations. Even challengers sometimes established service centres in their intended constituencies to compete with those of the local incumbent, well ahead of the polls. For instance, in Kepong, a long-time DAP stronghold, the BN candidate visited his two service centres twice-weekly, distributing financial help, jobs, scholarships, and other assistance to constituents in need. Booster associations, including well funded "1Malaysia clubs", provided free meals and BNsupporting paraphernalia in Johor, Penang, and elsewhere. Business leaders and organisations -for instance, of contractors in Arau and taxi drivers in Pulai -supplied materials or were urged to rally votes, while BN candidates in particular mobilised communal organisations -for example, of Dusun Suang Lotud and Bugis in Tuaran, of Sikhs in Kota Kinabalu and of Kimaragang in Keningau -to provide yet another platform for legitimation. For their part, Pakatan candidates drew upon local affiliates of the Campaign for Clean and Fair Elections, better known as Bersih, as well as religious associations, youth and student groups, their own local service centres, and so on.
Reliance on such networks gives the party access and credibility at the grassroots level. Moreover, such certification need not be incumbent upon the benefits delivered. For instance, PAS's non-Muslim supporters' association, Dewan Himpunan Penyokong Rakyat, mobilised to help PAS reach out to non-Muslims, and Bersih leader Ambiga Sreenivasan signalled her approval by speaking at various Pakatan political rallies (ceramah), even as she insisted on her own, and Bersih's, lack of partisan affiliation. Bersih seeks specific policy changes and norms of governance, but not material rewards for its supporters. The same cannot be said of many of the networks upon which the BN in particular relies; material largesse lubricated these networks, whereas Pakatan depended more on social capital. However, the fact that Pakatan's networks are less acquisitive may say more about the latter coalition's known limited access to resources than its greater virtue, as Pakatan candidates were pressed to paint housing blocks in Lembah Pantai, to dis-tribute hampers of food to the poor in Arau, and so forth, in order to demonstrate their awareness and concern.
Indeed, generally speaking, these networks exact a cost. Voters nationwide expressed a clear preference for candidates with a long-term presence in the community, and with a personal touch. At the same time, campaign periods are exceedingly short -this campaign was an unusually lengthy 15 days -and hence tremendously labour-intensive. Taking these two facts together: these networks and endorsements are critical to helping the candidate assert credentials and make his or her case as efficiently as possible. A straightforward way to signal commitment is by distributing gifts, whether in the form of local development projects completed before the campaign and highlighted or launched during it, small tokens distributed during the campaign, or promises of attention and projects to come, should the candidate be elected. Reliance on such transactional, conditional support complicates efforts to run based on ideology, let alone on a platform of more rational allocation of resources. This model also leaves the BN's fortunes tied to those of the larger economy, since a downturn would limit what they could deliver -and each individual association or community may state its price: a new community hall, a sealed road, a local university, etc. Feeling under serious threat this time, the BN spent extravagantly to curry support among key constituencies (civil servants, fishermen, senior citizens, students, etc.) with a series of election budgets leading up to the polls, in addition to onthe-spot gifts and promises throughout the campaign. Welsh (2013) estimates that the BN spent almost 58 billion MYR (approximately 18 billion USD) to prime the electoral pump, accompanied by the unsubtle, even when implicit, rubric of "You help me, I help you". These efforts simultaneously acknowledged the shared economic ground on which the coalitions contested and differentiated the BN's means toward wider economic prosperity from those of Pakatan.
Party members themselves may be just as opportunistic, perhaps seeking policy access and privileged consideration for contracts or other benefits in exchange for their votes. However, reliance upon networks internal to the party was far less overtly costly for candidates. Both UMNO and PAS in particular function as mass parties, with on-going activities within an extensive structure of local branches and officials. Some of their coalition partners have less developed grassroots bases, and hence function more like cadre parties, kicking into gear as an election approaches (Wolinetz 2002) . Overall, though, taken as coalitions, both BN and Pakatan have remarkably dense networks of supporters internal to the party, however dependent they may still be on supportive external allies in reaching out beyond party members and core constituencies.
The participation of women in these partisan networks is particularly striking. Malaysian women have never been well represented in parliament or other elected or appointed offices (for a recent exploration of reasons, see Nazreen Nizam 2013). However, women play a pivotal role in election campaigns, especially through organisations such as UMNO's women's wing (Wanita UMNO) and PAS's counterpart, Muslimat. Members of these corps accompanied candidates on walkabouts and otherwise facilitated their access to constituents. Some of these efforts look much like what the parties' youth wings and male members also do; others are specifically aimed at women.
Wanita UMNO, for instance, organised troops of women as Jalinan Rakyat (JR, People's Network) -the current rebranding of what used to be called the kepala sepuluh (head of ten) system (Wanita UMNO n.y.) -where each was responsible for checking up on a set number of households (hence, the "ten" in kepala sepuluh) and making sure they voted BN. As some of the women involved explained to us, 6 shortly before the elections, JR members gave voters slips containing their polling station information, and ensured the voters had the means to get there. "White" voters (core supporters) received the slip outright, "grey" (swing) voters were offered the information slip together with individual encouragement to vote BN, and "black" voters (firmly for an opponent) were left to fend for themselves. On election day, the women made sure their designated voters did indeed turn out, and helped them get to the polling station if needed. 7 The scale of this precisely targeted exercise, which Muslimat replicated for PAS, hints at both the sheer number of women mobilised during the campaign, and how closely these parties scrutinise and monitor their constituents, on an on-going basis. Throughout the electoral cycle, JRs visited their assigned neighbours during the day, while their husbands were away, to confirm their and their families' party loyalty and to collect and attempt to redress any grievances standing in the way of such support. By the time elections began, the women were ready with their lists. The JR members are so well-versed in their constituents' affairs that Member of Parliament and Cabinet Minister Ahmad Shabery Cheek named the head of the local Wanita UMNO office to head his service office in Kemaman, Terengganu. 8 6
In Tuaran, Sabah, and also to members of the larger research team in Balik Pulau, Penang and Arau, Perlis in particular. 7
For extra encouragement, the BN offered voters in many constituencies sums of money, from a few dollars for locally resident voters to much larger amounts for voters who worked out of town, to cover their transport costs to reach the polling station. 8
Interview, Kemaman, 24 April 2013.
Few accounts of Malaysian party politics even acknowledge this dimension to party functioning. Indeed, we generally had to ask candidates specifically, and sometimes repeatedly, to clarify the role of women; even when they then acknowledged the magnitude of women's contribution, few thought it worth mentioning when describing their campaign process. On the other hand, most candidates -who were predominantly male -cited party service as among the reasons they had been chosen to stand for office. Given the sheer scale of women's engagement on behalf of their parties, one might expect more female candidates. Instead, service to the parties seems to be a channel for women to become candidates less commonly than for male candidates -perhaps because the female role is premised on and explained in terms of their function and daily routine as housewives, but likely also related to women's lesser access generally to non-feminised political networks and patronage resources. 9 Meanwhile, whether via their assigned canvasser or directly, voters solicited personal favours from their current or would-be representatives, stepping up these entreaties at election time. Candidates built support by proving their clout. Hence, the BN's Abdul Ghani Othman arranged for a tax exemption for donations toward a new Chinese school building in Gelang Patah, Johor, 10 while Fuziah Salleh, Parti Keadilan Rakyat (PKR, People's Justice Party) incumbent in Kuantan, cultivated the sorts of connections that enabled her to solve 8,400 cases (regarding access to public services, etc.) for her constituents in her first term, despite being chronically short of material resources. (While all MPs are allocated constituency development funds, Pakatan representatives noted that the BN withheld them; in Fuziah's words, her 1 million MYR (approximately 315,000 USD) allowance was "available but not accessible", "parked" out of her reach with a [BN] state development officer.) 11 Several candidates (for instance, in Tuaran, Balik Pulau and Titiwangsa), from across parties, ran medical or legal clinics to serve clients directly, building trust and reputation in the process. These instances suggest that voters seek a candidate who has, and is willing to use, personal influence, regardless of whether that candidate has access to funds. That said, voters both in Peninsular and East Malaysia noted their preference for deeppocketed candidates, who were willing to dispense both small "goodies" (everything from token cash gifts at weddings and funerals to roofing materials) and larger sums. This priority accords with the general primacy given to cost-of-living issues in the elections, but, again, also highlights the coali-9
See Bjarnegård 2013 for a detailed discussion, focusing on Thailand, of women's (non-)acceptance into clientelist networks and, hence, party politics. 10 BN ceramah, Southern University College, 29 . 11 Interview, Kuantan, 24 April 2013 tions' different approaches to these goals: BN through particularistic dispensation, and Pakatan through programmatic, money-saving reforms.
Personal "generosity" aside, running an effective campaign is extremely expensive. This time around, the BN offered a seemingly boundless display of party flags, banners, posters, and billboards. The party's central organisation paid for a massive, extended promotional spree, including both social media efforts and more traditional advertisements (see Zurairi 2013) , and supplied candidates with ample flags and other campaign paraphernalia to distribute as gifts -BN caps and T-shirts, for instance, which doubled as advertising. However, candidates and campaign staff still generally cited printing costs as their single largest campaign expense. Pakatan had as many flags and posters as BN in some areas, but less comprehensive coverage; smaller parties and independent candidates could hardly compete in these flag wars. In addition, parties incurred costs to hire audio/visual equipment and chairs for ceramah, to rent vehicles for travel through the constituency, and to secure operations rooms, event venues, and other facilities. In addition, BN campaigns often paid workers to hang posters or perform other tasks, although Pakatan seemed to rely far more comprehensively on abundant unpaid volunteers. (Party strategist Rafizi Ramli alone had over 600 volunteers for his campaign; 12 Nurul Izzah Anwar purportedly attracted even more.) And all parties provided at least some meals and beverages -BN frequently to the entire crowd assembled at campaign events; Pakatan more often just to volunteers. Some of these costs were covered by the affiliated organisations discussed above; for instance, in Penang, recurrent meals and concerts were sponsored by a prominent businessman, but channelled through 1Malaysia supporter clubs; others came from local businesses, friends and family, the candidate's own pocket, or party funds. Incumbent UMNO candidate for Rembau, Khairy Jamaluddin, for instance, explained that he welcomes donations from small businesses not just qua material support, but for the vote of confidence that these donations indicate -yet he acknowledged that such donations come with an expectation of reciprocity. 13 The BN distributed a campaign allowance to each of its candidates; our interviews suggest that the standard amount distributed was equivalent to the Election Commission's cap of 200,000 MYR (64,000 USD) that may be spent per parliamentary seat, and 100,000 MYR (32,000 USD) per state seat. (While the Election Commission requires reporting of campaign expenses, these records are sketchy at best and include only amounts spent directly by 12 Interview with Rafizi's elections machinery director, Taman Kencapa, 3 May 2013 . 13 Interview, Rembau, 29 April 2013 the candidate, not what was contributed or paid for by the central party organisation or donors. As such, these spending caps are more rhetorical than real, although few non-BN candidates had the means to exceed them.) Pakatan candidates also received an allotment from their party, but the amount was far less -apparently usually no more than 20,000 MYR (6,400 USD). Nearly all of these candidates specifically mentioned that they were supplementing party funds with their own resources.
However, the main source of supplemental funding was donations, for instance, from attendees at ceramah, which were supplemented by proceeds from the sale of party merchandise (T-shirts, etc.) -items the BN commonly distributed free of charge. In fact, public collection and public acknowledgement of (usually anonymous) donations, whether dropped off without attribution at campaign headquarters (both money and goods, such as meals for volunteers), deposited directly into a party account, or slipped into a collection bag passed by a party volunteer at a campaign event, became central to Pakatan's strategy. These payments helped to compensate for Pakatan's deficit in resources compared to the BN, thereby enabling a serious, nationwide campaign. Yet donations also signalled endorsementwhich was more often than not anonymous, indicating a lack of "strings" or conditionality. 14 Pakatan, in structuring its campaign messages around the need for change in order to counter what it argued was a too-entrenched, corrupt, and wasteful incumbent regime, further signalled its difference by this funding model: voters were asked to "invest" in Pakatan, rather than to ask the party for hand-outs. In other words, the two parties' different campaign finance mechanisms not only determined how much they could spend, but also helped to define and differentiate the coalitions.
Notwithstanding these issues of supporters and funds, the ways in which the coalitions were structured and their self-presentation revealed potential structural weaknesses. Most obviously, the BN is problematically skewed toward UMNO; the long-term weakness of its other core components has allowed what should rightly be lesser players -most notably, Sarawak's state-specific Parti Pesaka Bumiputera Bersatu (PBB, United Traditional Bumiputera Party), now the BN's second-largest member -disproportionate significance. During the campaign itself, candidates from the MCA and other component parties seemed to rely more heavily in certain constituencies on the image and persona of Prime Minister Najib than on the merits of the party itself, recognising that the incumbent leader was polling higher in public opinion surveys than the coalition was.
Pakatan is structured on a more egalitarian basis than BN. PKR leader Anwar Ibrahim is the would-be prime minister, but PAS and DAP are equal partners. This balance came through in the campaign. Pakatan campaigns tended to focus less heavily on the image of Anwar than BN counterparts did on Najib, and Pakatan's ceramah featured leading lights from across coalition parties, as well as other speakers and endorsers. However, our interviews and observations suggested that even Pakatan experienced destructive factional fissures and rivalries between coalition members in the run-up to the election, from claims that Anwar had wrongly overstepped local PKR branches in selecting candidates in Sabah, to several seats in which both PAS and PKR nominated candidates, to heated disputes over whether and how deeply the party should collaborate with the informally allied Parti Sosialis Malaysia (Malaysian Socialist Party). Parties within the BN also suffered damaging splits among warlords and factions, no doubt aggravated by the extent to which leaders require access to the sort of patronage party office can deliver. Thus, even as component parties competed as coherent coalitions, intra-and inter-party rifts disrupted these patterns.
Recent Changes: Toward Liberalisation?
GE13 signals a new phase in Malaysian electoral history, in which a second coalition presents not only a different palette of policies and personalities, but a new way of conceptualising and engaging in politics. In this strongparty state, it is a shift in the key players -and specifically, the formation of a viable second coalition, offering broadly similar policies, but with a distinct rationale, composition, and ideological basis -that indicates a new order. Importantly, this shift to a two-party framework seems likely to hold, given the apparent change in voters' underlying preference structures, coupled with the usual effects of majoritarian voting rules, notwithstanding potential changes in the composition of either coalition. That said, and BN scoffs aside, collaboration between the Malay-based, Islamist PAS and the largely Chinese-based, social-democratic DAP is really no less plausible than between UMNO and the MCA; the distance among either set of partners is what allows both the BN and Pakatan to reach across constituencies, focusing on the seemingly substantial common (and currently primarily economic) ground that is not tied to communal or religious identity. Their necessarily encompassing aspirations incline both coalitions to accentuate what is common to voters' preferences, rather than more marginal inclinations; we can thus expect both coalitions to orient future campaigns, too, around issue dimensions for which there is a "median voter."
The solidification of a two-coalition system comes through clearly in these elections. Coordination within Pakatan allowed the coalition to minimise (although not entirely eliminate) "three-cornered" fights on the peninsula, however common multi-player contests remained in Sabah and Sarawak, where regional parties in particular took a strong stand. Nevertheless, unlike in past years when state-level parties captured seats at least at the state level, these regional parties were nearly eliminated. Both BN and Pakatan candidates raised similar issues of states' rights (local autonomy, a greater share of petroleum royalties, and so forth) when contesting in East Malaysia, hence blunting the specific appeal of parties like the Sabah Progressive Party (SAPP) and State Reform Party (STAR). However, at the same time, local DAP and PKR activists pressed the point that such adjustments would require policy changes at the federal level, and that voters in Sabah and Sarawak should hence vote for Pakatan rather than locally based parties, to help ensure that this "change"-oriented coalition captured control of parliament.
More broadly, the solidification of a two-party system both furthers and reflects a restructuring of political engagement. The space and scope for organised, mobilised civil society has been growing since at least the mid1980s. Especially since the Reformasi period of the late 1990s and the incremental launch of today's PKR, which developed out of the Reformasi social movement, the lines between civil society and political society have been increasingly porous and mutually constitutive.
We might think now of a typology of engagement that includes partisan and nonpartisan alignment, ideological and instrumental motivations, and legislative and normative objectives. Even ostensibly nonpartisan engagement in Malaysia tends to tilt toward collaboration with party activists and structures, given how pervasive these parties are within the polity. In addition, the rise of a second, differently framed coalition offers space for normative differentiation despite a degree of congruence in policy positions, thereby offering scope for ideological, as well as instrumental, appeals, though still within a partisan space.
A single-party dominant system -such as the status quo ante BN, or Singapore's People's Action Party (PAP) -narrows those channels to a more stark insider-outsider framework, in which rewards flow through a fused party-state, and ideological or normative calls, regardless of specific timbre, are pressed to the margins since they are inherently challenging to regime premises and legitimacy, not just policies. A two-party system still hardly makes equal space for all comers, yet it fundamentally opens the playing field and, it seems, recommends legislative solutions to make a splash among the unconverted, rather than hard-to-sustain, targeted payouts to prove that "your side loves X best". Even if both coalitions, for instance, relate in basically similarly personalised, particularistic ways to their constituents, as individuals and as organised interests; share hierarchical patterns and battle factional rifts; allow the concrete, financial costs of competition to spiral; or subtly and unsubtly encourage the co-optation of civil society into partisan camps, the fact of this new framework has moved ideology back to centre court, from its anxious niche along the sidelines.
In the process, the bottom-up mien of Pakatan -its crowd-sourced funding, reliance on online social media instead of mainstream news sources, and cultivation of armies of volunteers -suggests a new nexus between civil society and formal politics. In other words, even though both the BN and Pakatan are able to woo the median economic voter, they engage this voter through different frames. The gradual development of networks within civil society, for instance around the mass Bersih campaign, builds what I have elsewhere termed "coalitional capital" among component organisations (Weiss 2006) , as well as social capital among citizens. Meanwhile, mass protests, as well as on-going participation in both virtual, online activism and perhaps more concrete, real-world, narrower campaigns, fosters new forms of participation, develops discourse and praxis, and debunks fear of engaging. In other words, if a participatory society is fundamental to democracy (c.f., Pateman 1970), the current model encourages a form of liberalisation from below, even as it also pushes new issues onto policy agendas and opens pathways to political access and voice.
In short, close attention to the composition, strategies, and discourse of Malaysia's two coalitions reveals deeper transformations in Malaysian political dynamics. With political access and influence so heavily mediated via parties, and on-going, as well as sporadic, participation in party structures so central to political mobilisation, parties define more than just the structure of interests and alliances in parliament in Malaysia; they are the defining feature of the polity, at multiple levels. Regardless of which side won the vote or now controls the legislature, these elections seem to signal a deeper shift in the polity toward a more conventional two-party order, and both instrumental and expressive channels for popular input and influence.
